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Even though the world is still grappling with what the pandemic has

thrown at us  – the resilience of my clients, business colleagues and family

is astounding! LEI member firms have and are coping with the challenges

of Covid. I have heard many stories of how your firms adapted to the

challenges.  With the pandemic appearing to be far from over, there is a

glimmer of hope that the restrictions will be eased as the vaccination

programmes are rolled out.Like you and your clients, LEI continues to

contend with the chaos the pandemic has created.  

At the contact partners meeting in February we discussed the

recruitment of new members it is progressing behind the scenes by

raising the networks’ profile amongst the target locations. We are

delighted to welcome our new member firm Mills Selig, a prominent

Northern Ireland law firm, based in Belfast. We look forward to seeing

how their LEI journey unfolds.   

The contact partners video-meetings will continue for the foreseeable

future and they will be held on a quarterly basis.  With the uncertainty

around international travel it has been decided to merge the next contact

partners' meeting with the AGM 2021 on 24th June (more details to

follow). It was great to see you all at the last one. It’s important for

members to join these meetings. 

I am looking forward to the time when we can all meet in person and

share our stories. 

Pablo
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New year brings new hope
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Remembering our friend and colleague

Daniël Van der Mosen 

Our esteemed colleague, friend and former chairman of

LEI, Daniël Van der Mosen, passed away on 13 January

2021.

 

During his years as Chairman of LEI, Daniël showed great

commitment and leadership. He played a significant role in

the growth of LEI. His contribution has left a huge mark on

LEI and we will forever be grateful to him for it.

Member’s remember Daniël

 

‘He was an outstanding professional and a great, great person.’

‘A true gentleman and a bright professional’

 

‘He did so much for LEI and was a big part of its growth’

‘Liked by everyone and an excellent lawyer’

‘Daniel was a kind, enthusiastic friend, who has meant a lot for

LEI. Daniel was an excellent lawyer.’

We would like to share your stories with all the members.  If

you have an idea for an article or would like to submit some

content for the next update please contact: bdmanager@lei-

network.com.

Follow LEInternational on Linked In and Twitter.  We

provide regular updates on member news, business news

from around the world and a weekly spotlight introducing

you to a member firm.

Twitter:  @leinetwork

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/company/law-europe-

international/
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Practice Group Contact

Details

Just a reminder to all members that if you have referred legal work to
another member please complete the online tracking form.

https://lei-network.com/ma-apps/referrals/login. If you are unsure of
your login details please contact Pablo.

Referral between members is one of the main reasons why we have all
joined LEI and demonstrates the return on our investment! If you don't
register the referral we can't share with the group. If we don’t share with
the group we won’t appreciate the success of the organisation.
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If you would like to be added to the LEI Whats App group please email your

mobile number to Claire - bdmanager@lei-network.com.

LEI WHATS APP GROUP

EMPLOYMENT - GREG BURGESS  - DMH STALLARD 

 greg.burgess@dmhstallard.com

IP AND TECHNOLOGY - KARL SAMMUT  - SAMMUT LEGAL

ksammut@sammut.legal

REAL ESTATE - STEPHAN ANDRANIAN - VOGT, RESNICK &

SHERAK sandranian@vrslaw.net

COMMERCIAL DISPUTE - JEFFREY RESNICK - VOGT,

RESNICK & SHERAK  jresnick@vrslaw.net

So far this year the IPTECH and CDR groups have had practice group

meetings. The Real Estate and Employment groups are planning meetings

shortly. Please keep an eye out for the invitations. 

It can be difficult to find time to participate in activities that are not direct

client work especially when your working day time is limited. However,

there is no doubt that participating in these specialist groups provides an

opportunity to get to know each other better and therefore create business

opportunities. For example, at the last CDR meeting members discussed

their recent referrals to other LEI members. 

PRACTICE GROUP UPDATE

http://www.lei-network.com/


It is imperative that cyber risks are correctly identified, assigned to the risk register and owned at a senior level.

Cyber and information security should not be seen as an 'IT problem'. They are a business continuity

consideration and the appropriate oversight role is both technical at a high level and managerial. Controls to

mitigate the risks should be reviewed with some regularity and improved where found wanting... the nature of the

elevated threat the legal sector faces is such that there should be a 'defence in depth' approach to cyber security

with multiple layers - much like the layers of castle defences in years gone by. This ensures that if any one layer

fails, another should still catch and stop the attack. 

It is often quoted that staff are the weakest link in cyber security. This does not have to be so. Properly

empowered and trained staff become a valuable asset in identifying and stopping the spread of an attack. Staff

find cyber security hard because they often fear it. E-Learning alone never quite reaches the buy-in and

achievement that is necessary to be effective. It should only be a follow-up component of a wider approach to

training. Teaching staff how to achieve the right behaviour in their personal life, in a way that overcomes their

fears, will bring the right behaviours back to the work environment.

Cysec Aware  currently offers remote webinar training and have discounted the training for LEI members for a

limited time. Full details of the course pricing and content are available on their website. 

If you would like to open a conversation with them please let me know  - bdmanager@lei-network.com

The legal sector presents a particularly desirable target for cyber criminals of all

types and skill levels. Not only will companies face the everyday threats, cyber

criminals may intentionally target the legal sector because of the funds held and

managed for clients, the data about those clients - including personally or

commercially sensitive information - and also for the fraudsters to gain access to

those clients. 

Phishing and social engineering, abuse of stolen login details and weak passwords to

gain remote access to cloud or other connected systems and an ongoing dependence

on out of support software and hardware are common problems your organisation

may face these are frequently seen in responding to incidents. Estimates vary, but

between 70-90% of all cyber attacks start with some form of phishing. That makes it

essential that staff are trained as one part of a multi-layered system for defending

your client’s company and your law firm from threats.

We kicked off the 2021 LEI webinar programme with a thought-provoking

discussion on cyber security. Andy and Jez, from Cysec Aware gave members

an insight into the potential cyber threats and how we can minimise our risk.

The slides and a recording of the webinar are available for any members that

weren’t able to join the session.

The next webinar is in the planning stages and further information will be

sent out shortly. 

If you have any suggestions for topics and potential guest speakers please

contact Claire bdmanager@lei-network.com

Webinars - Are you Cyber secure?
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One of the things law firms are good at is asking new clients: ‘How did you find us?’ It’s a good question

to ask. It might help in discussions as to how to direct our marketing budget in future.

However, the responses given are more likely to be to the question: ‘Where was the last place you

remember seeing the firm name before contacting us?’There are often as many as six or seven contacts

that a new client has with a firm before deciding to identify themselves as a possible new client. This is

known as THE CLIENT JOURNEY and is represented by the process below. Note that the journey is

more like the path of a meandering river than a straight line.

 

lei-network.com

Talk to neighbours and friends. Our houses are similar, maybe they’ve replaced one recently or

have some information or advice to help me.

Look at the ‘gold standard’ web sites i.e. high end retailers. I’m not looking at products at this stage

but obtaining information. I need to self-educate, know what to look for and what to be aware of. I

don’t want to appear ill-informed when I begin talking to the experts. This is the awareness phase.

During this phase, I am likely to be attracted to any messages about hobs because my brain is

‘switched on’ to this topic. I will start to notice adverts and see things on TV, social media and

newspapers which previously I will have ignored.

I start to use the knowledge I have gained to consider which products may be suitable. In this case,

I make a shortlist on the basis of specification, price, reviews, offers and availability. 

Using the ‘basket’ of decision making criteria, a final decision to buy will be made. I cease to be a

prospect and become a customer.

To understand the client journey, put yourself in the shoes of someone looking to buy a product or

service for the first time. Randomly, I’ve chose a new replacement electrical appliance. After seven

years I need a new oven / stove. Have things changed much in that time, and where do I start the

search?

What’s this got to do with buying legal services?

People will go through the same process when searching for legal services. Most people visiting a

firm’s website are not wanting to instruct. They are looking for information that will help make their

mind up. It’s the job of the firm and, if your firm has one, your marketing team to lay this information

out in a logical and appealing way.
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Click the Me icon at the top of your Linked In homepage.

Click View profile.

Click the  Edit icon in your introduction card.

Click the  Delete icon next to your Name pronunciation

In the confirmation pop-up window, click Delete.

Over the last 12 months Linked In has done a number of updates.  Here is a recap of the Linked In platform updates

from 2020 you might want to take advantage of, as they are designed to improve your profile, help you engage your

network and create an overall better user experience.

1. Expanded Profile Headline

 The headline field now allows up to 220 characters, up from the previous 158. This can be an opportunity when

used effectively.

2. Featured Section

Early in 2020 Linked In added a new section they call the ‘Featured Section’ .The goal is to provide a place to

feature your best work. This section falls directly below your ‘About’ section and is positioned to attract attention

with it’s large and prominent space for images.

3. Open to Hiring 

Directly under the title and headline, you can click the ‘Open to’ dropdown letting your network know you are

hiring.

If you click hiring, one is taken to your company page where you can post your job listing. If they click on ‘Finding a

job’ they are taken to the job preferences page.

4. Add Pronunciation of Your Name To Your Profile

You can record how to pronounce your name and display it on your Linked In profile for others to listen to.

According to Linked In, this will help Linked In members correctly address you when they speak to you.  LEI is global

network, name pronunciation maybe helpful.

Note: You currently can’t record or edit your name pronunciation on the Linked In desktop site. It can only be done

on the Linked In iOS/Android mobile app.

To delete your name pronunciation on your profile:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

In the next newsletter we will look at polls and events, reactions and stories.
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"Lessons for Leaders"

video series 

DMH Stallard announced merger

with family law firm Brookman

Solicitors

Alexander Koller has been named as

a "recommended expert" in the

2021 edition of "World Trademark

Review 1000: The World’s Leading

Trademark Professionals”

Lellos P. Demetriades Law Office
retained its ranking in the World
Trademark Review 1000  in Cyprus.
Members Achilleas Demetriades and
Nicoletta Epaminonda have also been
listed as Recommended Experts.

https://www.bbmsolicitors.co.uk/about/
http://www.lei-network.com/
https://bit.ly/39yc1r8
http://bit.ly/3dCcWcH

